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THANK YOU FOR
PURCHASING THE
Toaster THT-3012A
BY ACEKOOL.
If you have any questions about this new toaster, please feel free to
contact us at support@acekool.vip.
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1 X THT-3012A Toaster
2 X Warming Rack 
1 X User Manual
1 X Warranty Card

PACKAGE CONTENTS

SPECIFICATIONS 
Model THT-3012A

Power 1500 W

Voltage AC 120V 60 Hz

Capacity 4-Slice
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SAFETY INFORMATION 

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY-ALWAYS MAINTAIN SAFETY WHEN
WORKING WITH ANY APPLIANCE!

IMPORTANT: Please read, understand, and comply with all of the instructions
provided in this manual before using the device. Failure to comply with the 
instructions given in this manual and/or using the device in ways other than the 
ones mentioned in this manual may result in serious injury and/or damage to 
the product.

1.  Check that the mains voltage corresponds with the rating of the appliance before 
      operating.
2.  Do not touch hot surfaces-Use handles or knobs.
3.  To protect against electric shock, do not immerse cords, plugs or appliances in
      water or any other liquid.
4.  Do not leave any appliance unattended while it is operating.
5.  Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children or
      infirm persons.
6.  Unplug from outlet when not in use or before cleaning. 
7.  Allow to cooling before putting on or taking off any parts.
8.  Do not aerate the appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the appliance
      has been damaged in any manner.
9.  If the supply cord or appliance is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer
      or its service agent or a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.
10.The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance manufacturer
      may cause injuries.
11.Do not use outdoors.
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12.Do not let the cord hang over the edge of a table or counter or let it come into
      contact with any hot surfaces.
13.To disconnect-remove the plug from the outlet.
14.Do not pull plug out by the cord.
15.Do not use this product for anything other than intended use. 
16.This product is intended for household use only.
17.No liability can be accepted for any damage caused by noncompliance with these
      instructions or any other improper use or mishandling.
18.Use the toaster without bread for the first time. There will be some smoke at first;
      this is normal.
19.The toaster reaches very high temperatures, particularly in the area of the
      openings for the bread.
20.Bread may burn. Therefore this toaster must not be used near or below curtains
      and other combustible materials.
21.Do not place the cable or any other object over the bread openings whilst the
      toaster is in operation.
22.Do not attempt to dislodge food while the toaster is in operation.
23.Toasting lever must be in the‘UP’ position before attaching or disconnecting the
      plug from wall outlet.
24.Do not insert metal objects or other utensils into the toaster, as this will cause an
      electric shock or cause a fire.
25.Do not leave the toaster unattended whilst in operation.
26.This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons
      with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and
      knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the
      appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved. Children shall not
      play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by
      children unless they are older than 8 and supervised
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27.Keep the appliance and its cord out of reach of children less than 8 years.
28.The surfaces are liable to get hot during use.
29.The appliances are not intended to be operated by means of an external timer or
      separate remote-control system.
30.The door or the outer surface may get hot when the appliance is operating.
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CAUTION: The appliance becomes hot during operation!

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR TOASTER

1. Dual Control Panels
    Two sets of controls toast bread in different settings. Use controls and carriage
    lever on the left for slots 1 & 2 and controls and  carriage lever on the right for slots
    3 & 4. 
2. Extra Lift Carriage Control Lever
     Brings small items close to the top of the toaster, for easy removal.
3. Toasting Slots
     Wide toaster slots toast a wide variety of items.
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4. Browning Control
    Select the desired toasting grade using the roasting grade selector.
    7 browning levels toast from light to dark.
5. Bagel Button
    Adds extra time to toasting cycle. 
    LED lights when selected.
6. Defrost Button
    Defrosts and toasts frozen bread. 
    LED lights when selected.
7.  Cancel Button
    Interrupts toasting process.
    LED lights when working
8. Slide-out Crumb Tray (not shown)
    Pulls out to clean crumbs that collect in bottom of toaster.
9. Cord Storage (not shown)
    Takes up excess cord and keeps countertop neat.
10. BPA-Free (not shown)
    All parts that come in contact with food are BPA-Free.

GETTING STARTED
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Before using the appliance the first time

Tips for ideal toasting results

1. Remove all packaging materials and any transport safety devices.
2. Confirm that all accessories mentioned have been supplied.
3. Clean the toaster with a damp cloth.
4. Confirm that all components are properly assembled and the appliance is placed
    firmly.
5. Make sure that there is enough space between the toaster and the wall or other
     appliances, as the toaster will become hot during operation.
6. Connect the appliance to the mains supply by means of the lead cable (120 V 60 Hz).
7. Before using the toaster for the first time, you will have to perform a toasting process
     without bread. Press the toast levers on both toaster parts down until they latch into
     place.
8. When the toasting is finished, the toast levers automatically jump up. You may now
     start toasting bread.

1. Different types of bread have varying moisture content. Therefore, the same toast
     darkness   setting can produce different results.
2. For bread that is slightly dry, use a lower toast darkness setting.
3. For fresh bread or whole grain bread, use a higher toast darkness setting.
4. Bread with an irregular surface requires a higher toast darkness setting.
5. Thick bread slices need more time for toasting; it may even be necessary to toast 
     the bread a second time.
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OPERATION
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· Button Controls
 Toasting
1. Prepare the toaster as described in chapter“Before first use”.
2. Put the slices of bread into the slots of toast chamber.
3. Select the desired toasting grade using the roasting grade selector. The adjustment is
    continuous, corresponding level 1 to light toasting and level 7 to dark toasting. The
     toast will be golden brown when you adjust the selector to a medium toasting grade.
4. Push the toast levers down until they latch into place. The indicator light for“cancel”
     lights up and the toasting process starts.
5. You may interrupt the toasting process at any time pushing the button “cancel”.
6. When the selected toasting grade is achieved, the bread is ejected automatically.
     The appliance will be shut off.

Bagel Button
The bagel feature adds extra time to the toasting cycle to allow for thicker bread.
1. Insert slice(s) of bread.Be sure that multiple slices do not overlap and the carriage is 
     in the up position.
2. Press the carriage control lever until it locks into position.
3. Press the “Bagel” button. LED indicates feature is activated.
4. You can interrupt the warming cycle any time by pressing the “cancel” button.
5. After completion of the warming cycle the bread is automatically ejected and the indicator
    lamps go out. The appliance shuts off automatically.

6. When toasting raisin bread, remove all raisins from the surface, since otherwise
     they could burn.
7. If you toast only one slice, please select a low toast darkness setting.
8. If you toast several slices one after the other, the bread will be somewhat darker at
     the same toast darkness setting.
9. To toast frozen bread, waffles, etc. Please use the thaw button or Warming Rack 
10.Before toasting bagels, slice each bagel into two equal halves.
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Defrost Button
The “Defrost” button is designed to first defrost and then toast 
the bread, which extends the toasting cycle slightly.
1. Place the bread slices in the slots in the toasting chamber.
2. Press the toast lever down until it locks into place.
3. Select the desired toast darkness setting.
4. We recommend the following toast darkness settings:
  · Light for bread from the refrigerator or thin frozen bread slices.
  · Medium for frozen waffles
  · Dark for thicker frozen bread slices and thick toast slices.
5. Press the toast lever down until it locks into place.
6. Then press the button “Defrost” right away. The indicator lamp on this button
     lights up.
7. The bread is thawed and toasted.
8. You can interrupt the cycle any time by pressing the “cancel” button.
9. After completion of the thawing cycle the bread is automatically ejected and the
     indicator lamps go out. The appliance shuts off automatically.
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Cleaning and Care
1. Allow the appliance to cool before cleaning it.
2. Before cleaning, always turn off the appliance and unplug it from the power supply.
3. Do not immerse the appliance and power cord in water or other liquids or wash them
     in the dishwasher.
4. Wipe off the toaster with a damp cloth and a little dishwashing detergent. Do not use any
    abrasive scouring agents, steel wool, metal objects, hot cleaning agents or disinfectants, 
    since they can damage the appliance.
5. To remove stuck bread slices, unplug the toaster and turn it over and shake lightly.
     Never attempt to remove stuck bread slices with sharp or pointed tools or silverware.
6. Remove crumbs and any small pieces of bread from the crumb tray regularly. To do this, 
     Pull the crumb tray on the side all the way out and empty it. Wipe the crumb tray with
    a damp cloth, then dry it thoroughly and push it back into the appliance.
7. The appliance must be completely dry before you use it again.
8. Never wrap the cord around the outside of the toaster. Use the cord storage cleats on the
     underside of the toaster.
9. Any other servicing should be performed by an authorized service representative.

KEEPING THINGS CLEAN
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Defective Products & Returns
Should your product prove defective within the specified warranty period, please
contact Customer Support via support@acekool.vip with your invoice and order
number. Once our Customer Support team has approved your request, please return
the unit with a copy of your invoice and order number.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Should you encounter any issues or have any questions  regarding your new product, 
feel free to contact our helpful Customer Support Team. Your satisfaction is our goal!

Customer Support
Email: support@acekool.vip

*Please have your order invoice or order number ready before  contacting Customer Support.
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WARRANTY INFORMATION

TERMS & POLICY
ACEKOOL warrants all products to be of the highest quality in material, craftsman-
ship, and service, effective starting from the date of  purchase. 
ACEKOOL will replace any product found to be defective due to manufacturer flaws 
based on eligibility. Refunds are available within the first 30 days of purchase.
Refundsare only available to the original purchaser of the product. This warranty 
extends only to personal use and does not extend to any product that has been used 
for commercial,Rental, or any other use in which the product is not intended for. 
There are no warranties other than the warranties expressly set forth with each 
product.This warranty is non-transferrable. 
ACEKOOL is not responsible in any way for any damages, losses or inconveniences 
caused by equipment failure or by user negligence, abuse, or use noncompliant with 
the user manual or any additional safety, use, or warnings included in the product 
packaging and manual.
This warranty does not apply to the following:
   • Damage due to abuse, accident, alteration, misuse, tampering or 
vandalism.
   • Improper or inadequate maintenance. 
   • Damage in return transit.
   • Unsupervised use by children under 18 years of age.


